Lydebrook Dingle and Loamhole Dingle
Management Plan
Date:

1st January 2010

to

31st December 2029

This management plan is a revision and amalgamation of two management plans adopted by the
Trust in 1999 and 2000. These cover Loamhole Dingle, Sunniside, Wilderness Meadow,
Wilderness Woodland, Jiggers Meadow, Ropewalk Meadow plus Lydebrook Dingle. The
amalgamation of the two plans has been undertaken to simplify management planning.
The original management plans contain much invaluable information on many aspects of the
sites’ history, ecology, geology and management and it is not proposed to repeat this in detail
here, unless this has a direct bearing on management proposed in this revision.
The management plan covers a 20 year period and will be subject to review every 5 years in order
to update the work programme where appropriate.
1.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1.1 Location
Nearest town, village or feature

Coalbrookdale, Ironbridge, Little Wenlock, and Lightmoor.

Grid reference
Total area (ha)

SJ 66 05
32 ha (79.2 acres) comprising:
Lydebrook Dingle North – 6.1ha (15 acres)
Lydebrook Dingle South – 9.4 ha (23.1 acres)
The Wilderness Woodland– 3 ha (7.3 acres)
The Wilderness Meadows – 3.5ha (8.8 acres)
Loamhole Dingle – 5.8 ha (14.3 acres)
Jiggers Meadow – 0.6 ha (1.5 acres)
Ropewalk Meadow – 0.5 ha (1.2 acres)
Sunniside – 3.2 ha (8 acres)
999 year lease to SGCT from the Borough of Telford and
Wrekin.

Ownership
Designations

Lydebrook Dingle Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
Wildlife Site

Agreements

Woodland Improvement Grant (WIG) for Lydebrook Dingle
SSSI.
The Wilderness and Ropewalk Meadows covered by a
Countryside Stewardship agreement (01/10/02 – 30/09/12)
with all grasslands within this Management Plan entered into
an application for Environmental Stewardship agreement
(early 2010).
Telford and Wrekin Council.

Local Authority
Parish Councils

The Gorge Parish Council
Little Wenlock Parish Council
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1.2 Description of the site in the landscape
The Plan addresses the management of a diverse area of countryside north-west of
Coalbrookdale, including:
• Lydebrook Dingle, a narrow steep sided wooded dingle on coal and basalt along the valley
of the Lyde Brook, between Coalbrookdale and Little Wenlock, designated as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest
• Wet dingle valley woodland at Loamhole Dingle
• Species-rich unimproved grassland at the Ropewalk and Wilderness meadows
• Part of a former deer park at Sunniside (location of SGCT headquarters)
• Secondary woodland at the Wilderness and between Jiggers Bank and the Loamhole
brook
• Grassland at Jiggers Meadow
The site encompasses broadleaved ancient and secondary semi-natural woodland, semi-improved
and unimproved neutral grassland and meadow. It is sited within the Upper Coalbrookdale valley
(See map 1).
The area comprises a steep sided valley of the Lydebrook running North/North-West to SouthEast with small areas of grassland on a flat plateaux divided by the Ropewalk track which then
falls away steeply through Loamhole Dingle to the roadway from Coalbrookdale up to Jiggers
Bank. The landscape is very intimate and hidden. Lydebrook Dingle is divided into two sections
by the A4169 Ironbridge Bypass, North and South. The Northern section has an undisturbed
‘wildwood’ feel and has no public access being one of the finest examples of wet Dingle woodland
in the UK, linking the habitats within The Wrekin and Ercall to those of the Ironbridge Gorge.
The Southern section still has a ‘wildwood’ feel about it but has public access and is a mixture of
ash, oak, elm, sycamore and sweet chestnut with some birch and willow.
SGCT manages all of its 270 hectares of land on a landscape scale, to overall objectives using
similar management techniques, such as Continuous Cover Forestry, adapted to the specific needs
to each site, based on rigorous scientific assessment.
The sites are of national nature conservation importance due to their size, the mix of woodland
stand types, the woodland ground flora, unusual tufa deposits and the presence of areas of neutral
grassland and meadow which are rare within South Telford. The site is very well used by walkers
including part of the Shropshire Way long distance route.
1.3 History of Management
The history of management up to 1999 is discussed in detail in the first management plans for this
site, approved in October 1999. Since that time, the Trust has undertaken a wide range of
activities. These are summarised in the following tables and on Map 4.
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2.

SITE INFORMATION
2.1 Areas and features
2.1.1 Designated Areas/Features

On Site

Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site
Site of Special Scientific Interest

√

Ironbridge Conservation Area
Scheduled Ancient Monument
Wildlife Site

√

Regionally Important Geological Site

√
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Map 3
Comment
Lydebrook Dingle

Lydebrook Dingle

2.1.2 Priority 1 habitats and species 1

On Site

Ancient semi-natural woodland

√

Secondary semi-natural woodland

√

Woodland shrubs

√

Mature trees

√

Deadwood

Map 3
Site comment
W5/6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16
Sparse but diverse mix

√

Heathland
Unimproved neutral grassland
Hedgerow/scrub

√

Flowering plants

√

Diverse woodland and meadow
flora

Bryophytes

√

Mammals

√

Bats, badger

Invertebrates

√

See Working Copy

Birds

√

See Working Copy

√

Common Frog 2009

Reptiles and amphibians

1

√

Oak

√

Small-leaved Lime

√

Wild Service tree

√

Spindle

√

As determined in the Biological Monitoring and Recording Review (K. Thorne, 2005) – see appendix 1.
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Discussion: The site is an important and diverse complex of ancient and secondary semi-natural
woodland and neutral grassland.
The woodland areas are generally in good condition with high proportions of native species and a
good ground flora. Woodland NVC communities identified are W5 (alder – greater tussock
sedge), W7 (ash-alder, yellow pimpernel), W8 (ash-maple-dog’s mercury), W10, W12 and W16
(oak-birch-wavy-hair grass).
The woodland vegetation consists of three distinct stand types, dominated by i.) Ash and Wych
Elm ii) Oak and Birch and iii) Alder. There are also rock face communities and an area of Marsh
with abundant Pendulous Sedge. The woodland ground flora varies according to underlying
geology, as do the dominant trees. Oak and Birch dominated stands have developed on acidic
soils and possess a ground flora with abundant Great Woodrush, Wavy Hairgrass and Bilberry.
Ash and Wych Elm stands, which have been badly affected by Dutch Elm disease, occur on more
base rich soils, and have a ground flora characterised by Dog’s Mercury, Tufted Hair-grass and
Woodruff. The Alder stands have Pendulous Sedge and Giant Horsetail and localised Opposite –
leaved Golden Saxifrage.
Lime rich water from the springs along the valley sides has caused the accumulation of tufa,
mainly in association with the moss Cratoneuron commutatum.
Other plants found include uncommon species such as Wood Barley, Wood Horsetail and the
moss Hookeria lucens. Other trees and shrubs include Small- Leaved Lime, Yew and Field Maple.
Ropewalk Meadow is a fine example of unimproved neutral grassland, a nationally rare and
declining resource. Wilderness and Jiggers Meadows are both semi-improved neutral grassland.
Sunniside is an old deer park with its associated ancient trees being the main ecological interest.

2.1.3 Landscape and Geology

On Site

Landscape designated areas
Geological features
Regionally Important Geological Site (RIGS)

√

Historic landscapes
Areas of the woodland prominent from roads

√

Areas of the woodland prominent from settlements

√
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Map 3
Comment

Landscape and Geology (continued)
Discussion: The site is a fundamental part of the Coalbrookdale valley landscape. This dramatic
landscape is dominated by sweeping, heavily wooded valley sides, with tree cover extending to the
skyline and a valley bottom characterised by a mix of settlement, industry, and the railway and its
corridor. The physical division and contrast between the wooded slopes and the settled valley
bottom is particularly notable here.
Within the woods, views tend to be short and repetitive due to the narrow path corridors and the
dense understorey and canopy vegetation.
Geological instability is a significant issue throughout the Gorge and was a major factor in the
Trust’s selection of Continuous Cover Forestry as its principal silvicultural technique. This
position has been endorsed by Telford & Wrekin Council engineers who believe that any
significant change in tree cover/woodland management could have an impact on the stability of
the slopes. Any changes to the silvicultural regime should be discussed with them.

2.1.4 Public Access and accessibility

Map 3
Comment

On Site

Open access

√

Access points

√

6 – see map 3

Viewing point
Permissive footpaths

√

Limited network

Information Boards

√

Car parking

√

Iron posts from Watercourses
project
SGCT headquarters

Benches

√

5 on site

Leaflets and guide books

√

Walking in the Severn Gorge,
SGCT website

Discussion:
Parts of the area around Ropewalk and Loamhole Dingle are amongst the most heavily visited
sites managed by the Trust with a number of walkers from Coalbrookdale, Ironbridge and to a
lesser extent Woodside exploring its Public Rights of Way and permissive paths. There is no
horse access through the sites.
The possibility of establishing a reserved disabled parking space(s) should also be investigated to
enable those with special needs to access the flat Ropewalk track and new access planned up to
the new SGCT headquarters at Sunniside. Detailed proposals are set out in the operations map
(Map 5).
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2.1.5 Archaeological and Cultural Features

On Site

Map 3
Comment

Scheduled Ancient Monument
Historical/cultural features
Ropewalk wall

√
Discussion: The site has significant archaeological and cultural interest throughout, with many
links to its former history.
The current physical nature of the site has been influenced by past woodland management, and by
industry e.g. quarrying, and the wynds down from the Ropewalk into Loamhole Dingle.

2.1.6 Community significance

On Site

Map 3
Comment

Adjacent communities
Coalbrookdale
Little Wenlock
Discussion: The site has significant value to the near-by local communities, particularly to those
people living in Coalbrookdale, but the Trust is encouraging links through to Woodside. They are
2 very different communities.
Woodside, for example, has the youngest population of any ward in the Borough (31% under the
age of 15) and the highest proportion of households with a lone parent and dependent children
(almost 1 in 5). Almost 40% of households do not have access to a car. In contrast, in
Coalbrookdale almost 9 in 10 households have access to a car; three-quarters own their own
home; and, 1 in 5 of the working population is self-employed. Ensuring that the site is well used
and enjoyed by all sectors of the community is a key challenge. The Trust is attempting to forge
stronger links with the community through helping to advise the Woodside Green Spaces Group
as well as a partnership with Telford & Wrekin Primary Care Trust, Green Gym, The Gorge
Parish Council and Shropshire Wildlife Trust to work with people with special needs.
The area has potential for greater use/enjoyment by the local community and tourists through, for
example, interpretation, guided walks, volunteering activities, demonstrations. It will also include
the new SGCT headquarters based in sparse woodland managed by the Trust at Sunniside.
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2.1.7 Structures and geotechnical
features

On Site

Structure number

53

Sunniside

54
55
56
57

Lydebrook Dingle
Lydebrook Dingle
Lydebrook Dingle
Loamhole Dingle

58a

Loamhole Dingle

58b

Loamhole Dingle

59

Jiggers Meadow

60

Ropewalk

61

Ropewalk/Sunniside

Map 3
Comment
All structures are part of a detailed
Trust database including photos,
maps and engineers reports
Inspection pits for redundant
sewerage system
Loamhole culvert – headwall
Brick headwall collector to pond grid
Culvert and headwall under footpath
Culvert headwall under Jiggers Bank
road
Culvert headwall under Jiggers Bank
road
Culvert headwall under Jiggers Bank
road
Culvert headwall under Jiggers Bank
road
Wrought iron gate and brick pillars at
entrance to the Ropewalk
Deer Park brick wall

2.2 Woodland resource characteristics
The plan area divides into four principal woodland units, Lydebrook Dingle, Wilderness
Woodland, Loamhole Dingle, Loamhole plantation, and three meadow units, Jiggers Meadow,
Ropewalk Meadow and Wilderness Meadow.
The woodland is predominantly broadleaved, with a conifer (larch) woodland at Loamhole
Plantation.
The meadows are very high quality in terms of biodiversity, with Ropewalk Meadow in particular
being just short of SSSI quality.

2.3 Site description
The entire site is a complex of ancient and secondary semi-natural woodland adjoined by parcels
of semi-improved grassland with the Lyde Brook running through the base of the dingles.

2.4 Significant hazards, constraints and threats
The terrain is exceptionally steep in places.
The public and permissive footpaths that cross the site are heavily used by the public and anyone
working on the site must take this into account in planning and implementing work.
The locations of power lines and other services are shown on Map 3.
Fallow and Muntjac deer are moving through the woods on a regular basis. A survey in 2008
found evidence of high levels of damage in Lydebrook SSSI from Fallow deer browsing. The
Trust will implement some trial preventative measures such as using mesh fencing in one deer
exclosure (see map 5, Compartment 1f) during all restocking operations. Otherwise, the Trust
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will continue to monitor levels of damage and will keep this strategy under constant review.
Tree safety is an issue, which we address through our regular tree safety programme
A number of structures associated with the area’s former history are found on the site and these
are marked on Map 3. These are subject to regular, detailed inspections by engineers. Their
management is undertaken in response to these inspections and is, therefore, outside the scope of
this management plan.
3.

LONG TERM VISION, MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY
3.1 Long term vision
The site is to be managed for the benefit of local people and visitors to the Severn Gorge. To this
end, management will ensure that the site:
• Continues to offer high quality public access along paths that are accessible to as wide a range of
people as possible within the constraints of the site.
• Retains its landscape character of sweeping broadleaved woodland and open grassland.
• Retains enhanced areas/populations of all priority 1 habitats and species.
• Retains all historical and cultural features.
• Continues to be used and enjoyed by local communities.
Management will be based around low-impact methodologies, including Continuous Cover
Forestry as the principal silvicultural technique.
The Trust is committed to management of its land in compliance with the UKWAS standard, as is
demonstrated by its adherence to the best practice procedures applied throughout the site.
3.2 Management Objectives
No Objective
1 Maintain and enhance all priority 1 habitats and species.
2

Maintain and enhance all public and permissive rights of way.

3

Maintain all features of historical and cultural significance.

4

Conserve and maintain landscape character.

5

Maintain and enhance features that enable the local community to enjoy and use the site.

3.3 Strategy
The Trust’s strategy is based upon an integrated approach to site management, where woodland
and grassland management is combined with high quality public access, nature conservation, and
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protection for archaeology and landscape.
The site is divided into two principal landscape types, woodland and grassland. Of these, the
woodland is managed under Continuous Cover Forestry with the aim being to transform all
stands into mixed size and mixed broadleaf species. Locally native species will be favoured in the
long-term with a particular focus on reducing the proportions of beech and sycamore in the
canopy and understorey, and of increasing the proportions of scarcer native trees and shrubs such
as ash, oak, small-leaved lime, large-leaved lime and wild-service.
The grassland areas known as Jiggers Meadow, Ropewalk Meadow and Wilderness Meadow will
be managed as a mix of pasture and hay meadow to optimise their value for grassland plants and
invertebrates.
Elsewhere, a particular effort will be made to maximise the value of areas of small but significant
semi-natural habitats. These include hedgerows and scrub.

4.

MANAGEMENT PLAN/WORK PROGRAMME
4.1 Silvicultural systems
4.1.1 Harvesting
Over the next 20-year period, the principal silvicultural system applied by the Trust will be
Continuous Cover Forestry. The intention with this approach is to create an intimate mixed age
and mixed species woodland.
The plan area is divided into compartments (see Map 5). The aim of management is to transform
stands to mixed size and mixed species over two or three thinning cycles. Each compartment will
be sub-divided into smaller blocks to reduce the overall impact of the work. Oak, ash, birch and
cherry should be favoured during thinning, retaining reduced proportions of sycamore and beech.
Standing and fallen deadwood should be retained in-situ where this does not compromise site
safety. Where seeding-age sycamore is present in poor quality stands, they may be felled and treat
stumps in line with Trust’s policy on the use of synthetic chemicals.
Timber harvesting will involve the use of low-impact working systems as appropriate.
Throughout these operations, management will be informed by the Trust’s ecological data (see
Working Copies), LiDAR data, and by the yearly Condition Assessment process, as well as taking
account of the areas landscape character. Wherever possible on safety grounds, paths and trails
will be kept open whenever work is underway and the public kept informed. This will be through
notices posted on site, local newsletters and the Trust’s website.

4.1.2 Establishment, restocking and regeneration
Where possible, thinned and recently felled areas will be restocked with natural regeneration and
will favour oak, ash, birch and any other locally native trees (particularly small-leaved lime, largeleaved lime and wild-service) and woody shrubs to match species to NVC communities. If
necessary, natural regeneration will be supplemented with planting of the same species, protecting
young trees in tree shelters and with mulch mats. Regeneration of sycamore and beech will be
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monitored and, if necessary, controlled through the implementation of the Trust’s policy on the
use of synthetic chemicals.
4.2 Other operations
See Management Plan and Map 5. The Fieldfare Trust will be asked to continue to advise on the
Trusts provision of access for those with special needs.

4.3 Protection and maintenance
4.3.1 Pest and disease management
The Trust has adopted a deer management strategy (May 2005) and will apply this to this site. It
also conducted an extensive deer survey in 2008. The site also supports populations of grey
squirrels and this will be kept under continuous review with a control programme implemented if
necessary.
4.3.2 Fire plan
Any fire will be dealt with by the Fire Service.
4.3.3 Waste disposal and pollution
The Trust has a policy (adopted May 2005) relating to the use of biodegradable lubricants. As
well as continuing to apply this policy, the Trust will minimise its use of plastics, tree tubes and
planting bags and, where their use is unavoidable, will dispose of them in a responsible manner in
line with current best practice.
4.3.4 Protection from unauthorised activities
General littering are to be dealt with via a standing contract with a local contractor, while
motorbike and bike riding are addressed on a case-by-case basis.
There have been problems with unauthorised camping and subsequent vandalism at Sunniside
over several weekends but hopefully this will cease due to the proposed location of our new
Healthy Countryside Centre.

4.4 Grassland, heathland, and pond management
4.4.1 Grassland management
The site contains three distinct grassland components. These are Wilderness Meadow, Jiggers
Meadow, and Ropewalk Meadow.
The intention is to manage these areas as hay meadow by cutting, baling and removing grass
cuttings. At this time, it will be important to lightly harrow the fields in the autumn as deemed
necessary.
Because of the past difficulty of obtaining cattle or sheep to graze the fields, Wilderness meadows
have previously been aftermath grazed by horses. During 2010 rare native breeds of sheep will be
introduced to site for grazing. The aim is to create a mosaic of long and short vegetation, but
always ensuring that grassland plants are able to flower and set seed through careful management
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of the four fields (one field is pasture). By the end of the growing season, the year’s grass growth
should have been eaten off.
Ropewalk Meadow cannot be easily grazed due to the proximity of the track and narrow site.

4.4.2 Heathland management

4.4.3 Pond management
There is one heavily silted pond in Lydebrook Dingle.
4.5 Management of key features
4.5.1 Management of designated areas and protected species
All management activities within Lydebrook Dingle SSSI require the consent of Natural England.
4.5.2 Measures to enhance biodiversity
The site contains a number of Priority 1 habitats and species, and measures will be adopted to
enhance their status. In particular, general woodland management operations such as thinning
and restocking will favour native trees and shrubs and there will be a general presumption to
retain standing and fallen deadwood where this does not contradict site safety objectives.
Thinning and re-stocking operations will also be an opportunity to reduce the presence of nonnatives such as sycamore and beech, and to reduce the prevalence of holly in the understorey.
Throughout the site, a number of mature trees will be retained as future veterans.

4.5.3 Special measures for ASNW and SNW
The general approach to woodland management outlined in 3.3 above will ensure that the seminatural character of ancient and secondary woodland areas is maintained and enhanced. In
particular, measures to favour native species during thinning and restocking operations will ensure
that the woods retain their distinctive stand types.
Continuous Cover Forestry principles will be used and site-native species will be favoured during
selection and thinning operations. Site-native species will be favoured during any restocking
programmes.
4.5.4 Archaeology and sites of cultural interest
Features of archaeological and cultural interest will be safeguarded through the Trust’s site alert
system.
4.5.5 Public access
The Public Rights of Way and permissive paths present on the site are shown on Map 3. The
Trust will continue to keep these clear of encroaching vegetation through regular cutting regimes
and will continue to maintain/upgrade infrastructure and signage to ensure that the site is
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accessible to as wide a range of people as possible. Programmes of work will be developed on the
basis of an Accessibility Audit working with the Fieldfare Trust and SGCT’s Access to Nature
project funded by Big Lottery Fund through Natural England.

4.5.6 Landscape and geology
The landscape of Lydebrook and Loamhole is of dramatic wooded valley sides combined with
intimate high quality meadow bounded by broadleaved hedgerow. The geology is extremely
complex including coal measures, sandstone, and tufa deposits.
4.5.7 Community significance
The programmes of management proposed in this plan will ensure that the features valued by the
local community will be retained and enhanced. In particular, the retention of woodland and
grassland areas will retain the site’s landscape character, while continuing programmes to maintain
and enhance access will ensure that people will be able to access the site for quiet, informal
recreation.
4.5.8 Structures and geotechnical features
The management of the structures is addressed through the Structures and Geotechnical Features
Action Plan, reviewed twice-yearly.
5.

CONSULTATION
Organisation/individual
General
public/neighbours
Telford and Wrekin
Council
The Gorge Parish
Council
Green Wood Centre

Comment

Response/action

Ironbridge Gorge
Museum Trust
Natural England
Forestry Commission
Shropshire Council
Shropshire Wildlife Trust
Little Wenlock Parish
Council
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6.

MONITORING PLAN SUMMARY
Objective number,
issue or UKWAS
Requirement
1, Priority 1
habitats and
species

Method of
assessment

Monitoring
period

Habitats and
populations
maintained
or enhanced

5-yearly
condition
assessment;
checks on
key species
as
appropriate
Inspection

See left

2, Public access

Paths clear
and wellmaintained

4, Landscape
character

Character
outlined in
2.1.3
maintained

5, Community
significance

Community
use and
enjoyment
continues
and is
enhanced.
Structures
safe

6, Structures

7.

Indicator

Fixed
location
photography
from
external
viewpoints
Informal
feedback on
site, during
events and
through
phone calls
Visual
inspection
by engineer

Responsibility

How will information
be used

Contractor

Feedback into
management planning.

Twice yearly Contractor

Feedback into
management planning.

As
resources
allow

SGCT

Feedback into
management planning.

On-going

SGCT

Feedback into
management planning.

Twice yearly Contractor

Feedback in to
Structures and
Geotechnical features
management plan.

WORK PROGRAMMES
Management Plans in the Trust's Strategic Planning hierarchy
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The Trust has a hierarchy of strategic and operational planning documents at the top is the Trust's Development
Strategy that sets out the organisations objectives as whole and guides its relationships with other organisational
partners. Below this strategic planning level lies a series of policies and procedures, and operational documents of
which the individual site Management Plans are one element. The Management Plans interpret on an individual site
level what the relevant organisational objectives contained in the Development Strategy might look like, opportunities
and resources permitting. Finally below this is the Annual Work Plan for the Trust as a whole in which the Trust tries to
balance the individual objectives contained in the Management Plans with actual and expected resources available to it
on a yearly basis, and wherever possible then deliver them. The specific details and components of actual objective
delivery on the ground are the responsibility of the Trust officers to which they are tasked within the Annual Work Plan.
Validity of the Management Plans
The Management Plans are snap shots of a dynamic project planning and delivery process that takes place within the
Trust. The Management Plans do not have any 'valid till date'; the level 1 operations which form the backbone of all
Trust site management will be delivered as 'core' elements of the Trust's work each year. The level 2 and to a certain
extent level 3 operations will be reviewed for continued relevance and practicallity of delivery in light of forecasted
resource availability each year as the proposed Annual Work Plan and Budget for the Trust is drawn up. Every 5 years
level 2 and 3 operations will be reviewed, some may be deleted, others added in light of the strategic direction set by
the Development Strategy. These 5 yearly reviews will be subject to a public consultation process.
Implementation of the operations listed
Each year all operations will be reviewed in light of data received from the Trust's ecological monitoring programmes.
Where amendments for example to the on the ground delivery techniques or timings are deemed necessary they will be
made at the individual project management level, and if applicable transfered to any relevant contract documentation
and Trust site alert systems but not the Management Plan. Unless otherwise stated the objective of site operations is to
provide consistency and continuity of management over a long period of time. The primary aim being to maintain
dynamic and healthy habitats rather than gearing management solely for a single individual species.
Prioritisation of the operations listed in this Management Plan
The table below follows the convention laid out in the Trust's Development Strategy with three levels of operational
objectives: 1. Those that the Trust will continue to deliver; 2. Those that the Trust will prioritise for delivery if resources
allow; and 3. Those that the Trust would like to deliver but only if suitable opportunities and resources can be identified.
Key
Level 1 operational objectives
Level 2 operational objectives
Level 3 operational objectives
Management
Plan
Compartment
Number

Timing

Site Name

Operations

Level 1 - The Trust will continue to deliver the following in relation to the Management Plan area:

All

Annual
Review

Management plan
area

Good governance
The aims as detailed in the Trust's Development Strategy (current
applicable version at 2008 date of management plan review is 2006 2011 Development Strategy)

All

Annual
Review

Management plan
area

Maintain Forest Stewardship Council Certification as an independent
verification that the Trust woodlands are being managed appropriately
and effectively to a standard approved nationally and internationally
Monitoring programme
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1a-f, 4ac, 3

Every
10 years

Management plan
area

Woodland condition surveys

2c-f, 4e,
4d

At least
every 5
years

Management plan
area

Grassland surveys (more regular annual surveys are proposed for the
Ropewalk and Wilderness Meadows)

All

At least
every 5
years

Management plan
area

Breeding birds survey

All

At least
every 5
years

Management plan
area

Butterfly survey

All

At least
every 5
years

Management plan
area

Landscape character record (fixed location photography from external
and internal viewpoints)

As
required

As
required

As required

Major project individual Ecological Impact Assessments/ Archaeological
Reports

1d, 4f, 3,
4a, b, c.

1d, 4f, 3,
4a, b, c.

1d, 4f, 3,
4a, b, c.

Annual

At least
every 3
years

Twice a
year

Risk Management Annual Programmes
SGCT Structures and Geotechnical Inspection Programme Structures contained within this management plan area include Structure
53,54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, and 61. These are to be monitored by an
independent Engineering Team for conditional changes and any
Management plan
necessary works identified and programmed by the Trust for resolution
area
on a risk management basis. Annual inspections from 2003 onwards,
details of implemented works contained in structures files.

Management plan
area

Management plan
area

SGCT Tree Safety Inspection Programme - All areas adjacent to
roadside, property, major access network routes, structures are to be
monitored by an independent Arboriculturalist for conditional changes
and any necessary works identified and programmed by the Trust for
resolution on a risk management basis. Inspections are part of a rolling 3
year cyclic programme and have to date taken place in April 2003 and
April 2006 in the areas covered by this management plan all high,
medium and low priority works were implemented.
SGCT 6 monthly Access Network Inspection Programme - The
principle access routes on SGCT land are to be walked twice yearly by
an independent specialist. Any conditional changes i.e. issues with
footpath infrastructure steps, gateways, bridges, boardwalks, safety
fencing, benches, surfacing are identified and programmed by the Trust
for resolution on a risk management basis.

Loamhole Dingle
Annual Countryside Works Programme:
Loamhole Dingle
SGCT Annual ride cutting programme across all sites at least twice a
year (Mowing out woodland ride system)

4c

At least
twice a
year

4a, b, c, f

Annual

Loamhole Dingle

Reactive repairs under SGCT 6 monthly Access Network Inspection
Programme

4d, c

Annual

Loamhole Dingle

SGCT Annual Hedge and Verge Cutting Programme (Road side hedges
to maintain sightlines and address road safety concerns Jan-Feb and
June-July)

4b

Annual

Loamhole Dingle

Telford & Wrekin Council will undertake to maintain and clear their
siltation trap and working in partnership with the Trust secure access for
works over Jiggers Meadow (compartment 4d)
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1e

Weekly

1d

As
required

Lydebrook Dingle
Annual Countryside Works Programme:
Lydebrook Dingle
SGCT Annual culvert inspection a clearance/ maintenance programme
(weekly visits with more frequent returns during storms, inclement
weather)
Lydebrook Dingle

Reactive repairs under SGCT 6 monthly Access Network Inspection
Programme

Ropewalk Track
Annual Countryside Works Programme:
Ropewalk Track
SGCT Annual ride cutting programme across all sites at least twice a
year (Mowing out Ropewalk track)

4f

At least
twice a
year

4f

As
required

Ropewalk Track

Reactive repairs under SGCT 6 monthly Access Network Inspection
Programme

4f

Annual

Ropewalk Track

SGCT Annual Hedge and Verge Cutting Programme (Main corridor
hedges to maintain open trackway Jan-Feb)

4f

Annual

Ropewalk Track

Track cleaning (scrape off areas where fallen plant material and mud
have built up thick deposits then brush with tractor mounted yard brush)

4e

Annual

4e

Annual

Ropewalk Meadow
Annual Countryside Works Programme:
Ropewalk Meadow Annual Hay Meadow Management Programme: 1. May - July - Remove
ragwort from meadows using hand tools, whip bracken fronds
encroaching into meadows, strim nettles encroaching in to meadows. 2.
Ideally July - Hay cutting, turning, baling and removal from sites. 3.
October - January - (Not Ropewalk Meadow) Aftermath grazing of
meadows by horses.
Ropewalk Meadow

Chain harrow and roll to remove dead vegetation build up and open up
bare ground for germination January - February (activity also ensures
greater machinery operator safety by burying stones that have been
brought to the surface)

Sunniside
Annual Countryside Works Programme:
Sunniside
SGCT Annual ride cutting programme across all sites at least twice a
year (Mowing out grass woodland rides at Sunniside)

3

At least
twice a
year

3

As
required

Sunniside

Reactive repairs under SGCT 6 monthly Access Network Inspection
Programme

3

Annual

Sunniside

Annual mowing of southern area to maintain an open grass area under
trees.

3

Annual

Sunniside

SGCT Annual Hedge and Verge Cutting Programme (Road side hedges
to maintain sightlines and address road safety concerns Jan-Feb and
June-July)

3

Annual

Sunniside

Track cleaning hard standing area (scrape off areas where fallen plant
material and mud have built up thick deposits then brush with tractor
mounted yard brush)
Wilderness Meadows
Annual Countryside Works Programme:
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2e, d, c

Annual

Wilderness
Meadows

Annual Hay Meadow Management Programme: 1. May - July - Remove
ragwort from meadows using hand tools, whip bracken fronds
encroaching into meadows, strim nettles encroaching in to meadows. 2.
Ideally July - Hay cutting, turning, baling and removal from sites. 3.
October - January - (Not Ropewalk Meadow) Aftermath grazing of
meadows by horses.

2f

Annual

Wilderness
Meadows

Area grazed by horses under SGCT Grazing Licence

2e, d, c

Annual

Ropewalk Meadow

Chain harrow and roll to remove dead vegetation build up and open up
bare ground for germination January - February (activity also ensures
greater machinery operator safety by burying stones that have been
brought to the surface)

Level 2 - As a priority over the coming years, the Trust will if resources allow:

4f

2009 2014

Ropewalk track

Public Access
Provide two disabled car parking spaces at the entrance to the Ropewalk
Track with associated access infrastructure and entrance way redesign
to restrict access for non-legitimate users (see map for location)
Create an all-ability surfaced path from the Ropewalk entrance to the
new Healthy Countryside Centre. From there through Sunniside Deer
Park and down to the Ropewalk Meadow with the possibility of a loop
back along the Ropewalk Track to the car parking area (see map for
indicative route).
Create an unsurfaced, non looped, footpath with associated access
infrastructure such as SGCT timber steps, handrails, and viewing point to
provide access to the waterfalls of Lydebrook Dingle (see map for
indicative route).

4f, 3

2009 2014

Ropewalk track and
Sunniside

1f, 1b

2009 2014

Lydebrook Dingle

4b

2009 2014

Loamhole Dingle

Replace in phases the Loamhole Dingle boardwalk - railway sleeper
sections.

1d, 4f, 3,
4a-d

2009 2014

Management plan
area

Replace in phases the access network route signage (wooden finger and
waymarking posts)

3

2009 2014

Sunniside

Information about walking routes from new Healthy Countryside Centre
to be made available in a variety of formats

All

2009 2014

3

2009

1b

2009 2014

4a-b

2009 2014

4f

2009 2014

Management plan
area

Landscape
Work to ensure proposed upgrading of the electrical grid supply network
to south Telford does not result in additional overhead cables and towers
being sited over the upper Coalbrookdale Valley.

Sunniside

As part of the Healthy Countryside Centre development create two views
looking east and north east out from the centre over the upper
Coalbrookdale Valley area

Lydebrook Dingle

Enhance the internal view of the Lydebrook Dingle waterfalls through
very small scale and limited crown lifting of trees and coppicing of
understorey

Loamhole Dingle

Enhance the internal view of the Loamhole Dingle down stream and up
stream of the two footbridges through very small scale and limited crown
lifting of trees and coppicing of understorey

Ropewalk track

Enhance the internal view of the Wilderness Meadows from the
Ropewalk track by laying the trackside and internal meadow hedges on
rotation and very small scale and limited crown lifting of trackside trees
and coppicing of scrub
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Nature Conservation

1f

2009 2014

Lydebrook Dingle

Woodland management. Managed under SGCT Continuous Cover
Forestry principles. Works programme in the short term will aim to
address low levels of +1year old native tree species regenerative growth.
Monitoring programme is also identifying a high level of Sycamore
regeneration, although the proportion in the canopy is not too high the
amount in the understory is of concern.
Monitoring has indicated that high deer numbers are believed to be one
significant factor in the rare presence of +1year old native regeneration.
As a consequence it is proposed to exclude deer from approximately 0.51ha of compartment 1f on the flat plateau that exists there. This will be
achieved using black temporary deer fencing with access gates for
maintenance and public access.
The enclosed area will be monitored and naturally regenerated native
species identified. These will be encouraged to grow with the addition of
mypex mulch mats around their bases which will deter competitive weed
growth. If rabbit grazing is likely clear plastic tree guards will be
necessary. The areas will also be monitored for more vigorous
competitive weed growth in the form of bramble and bracken and
mechanical control initiated if necessary. Similarly Sycamore
regeneration in the form of seedlings will be removed in preference for
more typical native species i.e. Oak, Ash.
If natural regeneration is successfully established at an appropriate point
in time approximately year 2 or 3 a small scale thinning of trees both
inside and outside the enclosure will take place to ensure sufficient light
stimulus is available to the young regenerating trees. This will follow
SGCT CCF principles retaining standing and fallen deadwood, and
promote veteran tree development principally in the form of Oak seed
trees. Thinning will favour Oak and better formed Ash stems and
wherever suitable remove Sycamore and Beech.

1b, e, c

4b, a

2009 2014

2009 2014

Lydebrook Dingle

Woodland management. Managed under SGCT Continuous Cover
Forestry principles. In a joint aim to lower the presence of Sycamore in
the canopy, and increase deadwood levels in and around the Lyde Brook
a low intensity thinning programme is proposed that focuses on
Sycamore removal and subsequent stump treatment to prevent regrowth.
Felled wood would be left on site and the operation would principally be
conducted on foot by chainsaw operators. Stems would be left wherever
possible full length, felled upstream and left attached to stumps to
prevent them being washed downstream

Loamhole Dingle

Woodland management. Managed under SGCT Continuous Cover
Forestry principles. In a joint aim to lower the presence of Sycamore and
Beech in the canopy, and increase deadwood levels in and around the
Lyde Brook a low intensity thinning programme is proposed that focuses
on their removal and subsequent stump treatment to prevent regrowth.
Felled wood would be left on site and the operation would principally be
conducted on foot by chainsaw operators. Stems would be left wherever
possible full length, felled upstream and left attached to stumps to
prevent them being washed downstream.
Small-leaved lime and associated regeneration to be protected and
where appropriate halo thinned to encourage continued growth of
regeneration.
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4c

2009 2014

Loamhole Dingle

Woodland management. Managed under SGCT Continuous Cover
Forestry principles. Conventional motor manual thinning operation to thin
larch and remove none native broadleaves Sycamore and Beech. Any
usable larch timber to be extracted to Jiggers Bank Plantation stacking
area for use in Ironbridge Woodlands Project for donation to schools and
centres working with people with learning difficulties. All other deadwood
to be left onsite under SGCT CCF principles.
Within the compartment 4c plantation, in the north east corner adjacent
to Jiggers Bank road, a planted regeneration area approximately 0.5ha in
size will be created by thinning and subsequent clearance of the area.
Chipping all materials on to wide mypex matting laid over the ground as
a weed suppressant. Planting to be with native local provenance species
principally Ash and associated understory species with adequate
browsing protection in the form of tree shelters.

3

2009 2014

Sunniside

Woodland management. Managed under SGCT Continuous Cover
Forestry principles. Thinning of eastern section to open up views across
upper Coalbrookdale Valley and facilitate access network improvements
for disabled visitors. Also to further remove mechanical leverage applied
by trees to Ropewalk wall. Timber to be removed to a safe stacking
position at Jiggers Bank plantation stacking area.
Veteran trees and landmark Copper Beech to be protected during works
for long term retention in canopy.

1f

2009 2014

Lydebrook Dingle

1a-f, 4a-c

2009 2014

Lydebrook Dingle,
Loamhole Dingle

Trees of Knowledge group to monitor regeneration within deer
exclosures at Lydebrook Dingle
Secure project partners, finance and deliver 'Invertebrates of the Severn
Gorge' proposed project programme
Cultural and historical features

3

2009 2014

Sunniside

A local history project about Sunniside Deer Park

All

2009 2014

Management plan
area

Interpretation within Healthy Countryside Centre about cultural &
historical features (i.e. why is it called the Ropewalk, historical walks in
Lydebrook)

3

2009

Sunniside

Community engagement
Construct the new Severn Gorge Countryside Trust base of operations in
partnership with the Telford & Wrekin Primary Care Trust - 'The Healthy
Countryside Centre'

All

Annually

Management plan
area

Continue to facilitate via the SGCT ' Trees of Knowledge' forum local
engagement and knowledge sharing in relation to operational delivery of
Management Plan work programme

4f

2009 2014

Ropewalk

Create in consultation with local communities new 'Local Access Points'
to key access routes which may for example take the form of locally
distinctive marker posts, gates, arches or information boards.

All
4e, 2c-e

2009 2014
2009 2014

All

2009 2014

All

2009 2014

Management plan
area
Ropewalk Meadow,
Wilderness
Meadows
Management plan
area
Sunniside

Outreach to neighbouring community of upper Coalbrookdale and
Sunniside to encourage their involvement in the Trust’s land
Volunteers to use Ropewalk Meadow as a training location for wild flower
ID and grassland monitoring
Provide opportunities for practical volunteering activities
Provide transport for residents of Woodside to access the Healthy
Countryside Centre and activities and walks from it
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3

2009 2014

Sunniside

Develop a sensory garden at the new Healthy Countryside Centre.

All

2009 2014

Management plan
area

Provide guided walks to introduce people to the area.

All

2009 2014

Wider awareness and sharing knowledge
Management plan
Fundraise for a new publication / walks book on Upper Coalbrookdale
area

All

2009 2014

Management plan
area

Encourage use of sites by local community and educational groups

All

2009 2014

Management plan
area

Interpretation within Healthy Countryside Centre about the site

Level 3 - If opportunities arise and resources allow the Trust will also consider:

4f

1b

All

No set
date

No set
date

No set
date

Ropewalk track

Lydebrook Dingle

Management plan
area

Public Access
Resurfacing of the Ropewalk Track for its entire length with rolled inert
granite type top dressing
Create a looped route via and extension of the proposed 'Lydebrook
Waterfalls route' that goes upto and onto the Ironbridge bypass. From
there walkers are directed to Jiggers Bank roundabout then down Jiggers
Bank, past the rockface, to the northeastern stile entrance adjacent to
Jiggers Bank Road (on private land). This eventually brings people back
into Loamhole Dingle and the existing access network.

Landscape
Look to reduce the visual impact of the overhead electrical supply
network in the upper Coalbrookdale Valley area through long term
removal or under grounding of services.

All

No set
date

Management plan
area

Work with partner organisations to improve water quality especially in
relation to foreign matter in the form of silt, gravel and boulders from
previous and proposed industrial activity around the management plan
area.

All

No set
date

Management plan
area

Work with neighouring landowners to secure a unified approach to
landscape management and 'buffer' habitats to augment the Trust's own
landholding

2c-e, 4d,
4e

No set
date

2c-e, 4d,
4e

No set
date

4f

No set
date

Wilderness
Meadows, Jiggers
Meadow (and
Ropewalk Meadow)
Wilderness
Meadows, Jiggers
Meadow (and
Ropewalk Meadow)

Ropewalk track

Nature Conservation
Develop a cattle grazing unit that is reliable and locally based, to use in
combination with existing horse grazing on meadows and grazing
pasture
Install mains water supplies for meadows and suitable permanent or
mobile livestock watering facilities.

Cultural and historical features
Look for additional financial support for the comprehensive repair and
restoration of the Ropewalk Deer Park Wall, and subsequently
implement works
Community engagement
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All

8.

Wider awareness and sharing knowledge
Expand the Trust's MapInfo Geographical Information System to cover
Management plan
full Ironbridge Gorge landscape.
area

No set
date

MAPS
List all maps here and append to plan.
Map
No/Title
1

9.

Description
Site location: 1:25,000 showing location, settlements, roads, SSSIs, World Heritage
Site and Conservation Area boundaries, SGCT holdings and Parish and Local
Authority boundaries.

2

Unmodified OS map: 1:5,000.

3

Features: 1:5,000 location of paths, public access points, public parking, viewpoints,
archaeological and cultural features plus location of key habitats/species, plus
neighbouring landowners.

4

History of management: 1:5,000 summary of management in previous 5-year plan.

5

Operations: 1:5,000 compartments, timber storage areas, extraction routes, access
and parking points and management summary for 5 year period.
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Appendices
1. Definition and monitoring of Priority 1 habitats and species.
Priority 1 habitats and species are defined as those that are of conservation concern in the Gorge,
and that can be influenced by the Trust’s management of its landholding. Examples include
unimproved neutral grassland and adder.
The selection of priority 1 habitats and species was undertaken in 2005 by an independent
ecological consultant who undertook a review of all of the known sources of biological data held
about the Gorge, and included contact with County Recorders, the Wildlife Trust, biological
record offices and recording groups.
By comparing the data compiled through this review with information on the conservation status
of each habitat and species (by reference to BTO data, Red Data Books, Biodiversity Action
Plans, etc), and by considering the known management requirements of each of these, it was
possible to come to a view not only of which species and habitats are of conservation concern,
but also which of these should be a priority because their status can be influenced by the Trust’s
management. These are the Trust’s Priority 1 habitats and species.
Monitoring of these habitats and species is a key component of the Trust’s programmes, and
follows two basic approaches: the ‘condition’ of key habitats is monitored on a five-yearly cycle
(woodland) and a three-yearly cycle (grassland), while key species are monitored as deemed
appropriate.
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